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how to IdentIFy
an IlleGal hFc
cylInder
Most illegal cylinders are disposable and can
be identified like this..

Europe is being plagued with illegal HFC
refrigerant imports, not only are some
refrigerants themselves illegal, but some are
out of specification, some are not even the
refrigerants they claim to be and most are in
illegal disposable cylinders.
In a bid to reduce global warming
from January 1st 2015 any importer or
manufacturer of HFC products need to be an
F-Gas compliant quota holder.
From 2015 - 2030 these quotas are being
reduced to encourage consumers to change
to more environmental alternatives. This in
turn has led to a sharp price increase in F-Gas
compliant HFC products making it attractive
for criminals to smuggle noncompliant HFC
products into Europe.
Most of these are smuggled into Europe
using illegal disposable cylinders and have
undergone little if any quality control, in some
cases the products have been completely
out of the standardised ARI700 specification
and some were not even the products they
claimed to be.

Illegal R404A
disposable cylinder

Legal refillable
R404A cylinder

As disposable cylinders are illegal in Europe it
is almost certain that the refrigerant inside will
also be illegal non F-Gas compliant with no
quality control.
Other things to look for are unknown
brands, no cylinder returns, cheap below
market pricing and no requests for F-Gas
accreditation.

Using these products is not only illegal but
can also cause serious damage to your
equipment and also represents a real danger
to health and safety.
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documentatIon
sds
Any refrigerant delivery needs to be
accompanied by the relevant Safety Data
Sheet (SDS) issued by the gas producer/ or
supplier. Besides many other criteria, the SDS
needs to contain the following mandatory
information:

cylInders
need to bear
the FollowInG
stamps and
InFormatIon

cylInders
also need to
be clearly
labelled

■ Labelled with the Pi (л)
stamp

■ Clear indication of
the producer

■ EN 13322-1:
compliance with
standard of design
and construction

■ Safety indication
in your national
language

■ Issued by the gas producer in your national
language
■ Clear indication of CAS number
■ Clear indication of CE registration
■ Clear indication of the producer including
address and emergency number

■ TPED approval
■ Cylinders need to be
maintained/inspected
after

■ ADR Transport
Symbol and UN
number
■ Emergency contact

■ 10 years. The year of
cylinder retest must
be marked on the
cylinder after retest
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It can take years
to build up your
business reputation
and minutes to
destroy !
Is it worth the risk ?
If you suspect a supplier of selling illegal
refrigerants you can now report it in
complete confidence to the integrity line
at https://efctc.integrityline.org/
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